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“A real paradigm shift is underway, with more scientific researchers
(whether from NASA or Harvard) rapidly discovering that the body
is indeed a complex biofield of electromagnetic frequencies and
light waves that serve as “control central” for our physical and mental
functioning. It’s shaking up entrenched thinking in biology.
The future: the medical, technology and wellness worlds all
innovating new tools to optimize the human energy body.”
Global Wellness Summit, 2020
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PRIVATE SESSION WORK

Session work is an investment in
w

Developing your energy system and supporting self-realisation

w

Working through psycho-emotional and/or health issues

w

Understanding your blocks in a holistic context

Clarifying your therapeutic goals is the best way to determine how many
sessions are right for you. A single session is a great way to experience
dynamic energy healing, gain clarity about a particular issue or even
as a ‘system diagnostic’ to better understand your prominent energetic
patterning. While one session can make quite an impact, issues
generally consist of many layers. Investing in a series of three or more
sessions is suggested for deeper work. A bespoke ‘season of change’
can be achieved with an investment in a ten session package. This
length of treatment provides an opportunity for comprehensive changes
at many levels and we customise a program according to your goals.
You can choose to purchase either a ‘blank canvas’ package (one,
three or ten sessions) or choose from our ‘Treatment Series’. Organised
by category, the Treatment Series is curated for our clients’ most
common therapeutic requests, demonstrating the extensive range of
Field Dynamics tools and our in-depth knowledge of the human energy
system.
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BUILDING BLOCKS: TRANSFORMING ISSUES + PATTERNS
Relational Field Clearing ( x2 sessions )

$295

Do you want to clear and effectively reset a relational field with another individual or group? Despite
all the positives, relationships can have a significant negative impact on our life and energy system especially those with dysfunctional patterns and entanglements. This treatment series is designed to assist
with clearing, disentangling and clarifying a relational field you have with a significant other, friend or
even group. Please note, this can be done with an individual or couple and is very useful for neutralizing
an active relationship field if both parties attend the sessions.

Letting Go of Persistent Patterns ( x3 sessions )

$399

Do you keep seeing issues reappearing in your life in cyclical fashion - be it outer relationships, inner
relationship or general life circumstances? A key aspect in transformation work is addressing dysfunctional
patterns. Most often, we become aware of these patterns as thematic life issues which create chronic
imbalance. Generally, despite our awareness of the pattern, the ability to change it remains elusive.
This treatment series deconstructs a persistent pattern relevant to you now - not only to alleviate it - but
crucially, to enable new patterns and empower different decisions so you can make steps forward in life.

Ancestral & Family Field Clearing ( x3 sessions )

$399

Familial inheritance effects so many levels of our being: psychological, physical, behavioral, cultural,
genetic, etc. We see this emphasis on ancestral lineage spotlighted in traditional Shamanic practices
across various cultures globally. This treatment series is curated to address the connections not only to
one’s immediate family but also the ancestral lines. The impact and impression of lineage cannot be
overstated - disentangling ourselves from its complex web of interaction brings significant clarity and
empowerment to our unique perspective.

THE AWAKENING PATH
The Illusion of Separateness ( x3 sessions )
Are you intent on discovering your true nature? The reflection we view in the mirror is usually associated
with our body and personality - but this is just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to identity. Traditionally,
seeking is the process of disidentification with the illusory, superficial aspects of The Self. In this treatment
series we dissolve boundaries of identity - ‘separation consciousness’ - which maintain the illusions of self.
This series strongly supports the essence of self-realisation and is particularly useful for those committed to
the awakening path.
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$399
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Opening the Heart Space ( x3 sessions )

$399

Do you want to enhance your ability to ‘live from the heart’? The primacy of our being can be found in its
zero point - qualities of joy, peace and love. For this reason, it is often guarded and obstructed from clear
perception, requiring persistence to penetrate its core. In this treatment series we ingress the heart space.
Through feeling and acknowledging the consciousness of the heart, we awaken and connect deeply to
our primal being, further catalysing self-realisation. Resting deeply in the heart is a practical requirement
for an integrated awakening process.

Advanced Meditation: Cultivating Samadhi ( x7 sessions )

$875

Accessing and developing samadhi states for purification may very well be the most reliable and
enduring approach to awakening and traditional enlightenment. This series deepens your ability to
access and utilise the samadhi states, comprehensively tuning your energy system concurrently due to
their correspondence with the chakras. This is a particularly useful series for those who have a dedicated
meditation practice and who seek to explore extraordinary states of consciousness.
*Included in in the cost of this series is our digital Samadhi Entrainment program, which will assist your
meditative development outside of formal session time ($75 value).

ENERGY SYSTEM UPGRADES
Grounded and Centred ( x3 sessions )

$399

In self-transformation we commonly hear of polarities such as ascendant and descendent or awakening
and embodiment. Beware the emphasis on ascension - to go up you must come down! An integrated
evolution requires strong grounding for extensive expansion. In this series we strengthen the core of
the energy system and comprehensively ground the subtle channels through their respective roots. This
embodiment focused series has universal application but can be particularly significant for those who are
very mental or ‘out of body’.

Energy System Optimisation ( x10 sessions )
For those taking energy field development, healing and self-realisation seriously we offer this
comprehensive system overhaul - the ESO-10 Series. Inspired by the Rolfing 10-series, this flagship
treatment systematically restructures, rebalances and optimises your multidimensional energy field. This
is a structural approach, keeping in mind that structure also addresses content - chronic life issues,
emotional patterning and major energy blocks - ensuring that whatever blocks arise over the course of
the treatment will be transformed though all levels of the field. Longer term treatment formats such as
this enable you to sustain depth work and develop a therapeutic relationship that can assist with making
major shifts. As a result of this experience your energy system will be significantly transformed, aligned
and integrated. Recommended as an ideal entry point to experience the range and depth of Field
Dynamics energy healing and also serves as the perfect preparation for other more specific treatment
series. *Please see the session breakdown overleaf for more details
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$1250
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INTEGRATIVE SOMATICS
Somatic Mapping & Self-Perception ( x2 sessions )

$295

Self-perception isn’t limited to the psychological - it also includes perception of the body, the soma. In
fact, the perception of the body is intrinsically linked to clarity of mind. In this treatment series we do a
comprehensive somatic mapping - creating a topography of self-perception which will strengthen your
somatic perception, revealing your perceptual patterns and energy blocks. This series greatly assists with
self-diagnostic skills and is particularly helpful for those engaged or interested in somatics, bodywork,
hatha yoga, etc.

Biodynamics ( x3 sessions )

$399

The healing art of biodynamics works with the fundamental way in which the body and mind are created
and maintained as a life form - deeply rooted in an understanding of embryology. The biodynamic
approach emerged from craniosacral work and anchors in primordial generative forces, known as tides,
for healing potency. FIELD DYNAMICS biodynamic treatments make use of traditional, presence-based
approaches alongside complementary energy healing techniques. Biodynamic treatments can be done as
a series or thread throughout any other for its embodiment-focused, profoundly integrative nature.
*Works well in tandem with all other series

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Enhancing Inner Vision ( x2 sessions )

$295

Are you interested in discovering or developing your extrasensory perception (ie clairvoyance,
clairaudience, intuition, light vision, etc.)? There is a trending cultural fascination with the supernatural
from Harry Potter to Marvel - all of which feature magic, psychic abilities and superpowers. Beyond the
screen and cinema what are often called psychic powers have been a common practice of many ancient
traditions. Don’t be fooled - everyone has psychic abilities. This treatment series is designed to help you
clarify and refine your extrasensory talents. Those doing regular inner work themselves or with others will
find much benefit.

Therapeutic Presence ( x2 sessions )
Are you a therapist or someone who works with others for healing purposes? This series is for those
involved in healing work who wish to cultivate their ability to be present with others and strengthen their
capacity for holding a neutral space for clients. We will look at the default ways in which you create a
relational interface and explore various methods to improve your therapeutic presence and efficacy. Keep
in mind, improving relational tendencies isn’t limited to outer relationship but also includes the inner.
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BLANK CANVAS SESSION PACKAGES
The Solo - Single Session

$150

A single session is a great way to experience dynamic energy healing, gain clarity about a particular issue
or even as a ‘system diagnostic’ to better understand your prominent energetic patterning.

The Trio - Three Sessions

$399

While one session can make quite an impact, issues generally consist of many layers. If you desire to
address an issue thoroughly, a series of three or more sessions is suggested for deeper transformation. An
ongoing series provides the guidance and support to experience progressive change.

The Top Ten - Ten Sessions
A bespoke ‘season of change’ can be achieved with an investment in a ten session package. This length
of treatment provides an opportunity for comprehensive changes at many levels and we customise a
program according to your goals. Some ideas and options include, but are not limited to: addressing
chronic life issues, overhauling the entire subtle anatomy and helping to facilitate self-realisation.
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$1250
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Energy System Optimisation ( ESO-10 Series )

For those taking energy field development, healing and self-realisation seriously, we offer
this comprehensive system overhaul. Inspired by the Rolfing 10-series, this flagship treatment
systematically restructures, rebalances and optimises your multidimensional energy field. This
is a structural approach, keeping in mind that structure also addresses content - chronic life
issues, emotional patterning and major energy blocks - ensuring that whatever blocks arise
over the course of the treatment will be transformed though all levels of the field. Longer term
treatment formats such as this enable you to sustain depth work and develop a therapeutic
relationship that can assist with and making major shifts. As a result of this experience your
energy system will be significantly transformed, aligned and integrated. Recommended as an
ideal entry point to experience the range and depth of Field Dynamics energy healing and also
serves as the perfect preparation for other more specific treatment series.

Price: 			

$1250 (10 sessions)

Session Length: 		

90 minutes each

Duration: 		

8-12 Weeks (recommended)
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SESSION 1
Preparation, Diagnostics & Optimisation
In the first session we level the energy system as a whole, preparing it for more comprehensive work.
Through assessment methods we determine your general energetic patterning. This information gathering
is critical for long term, tailored work. We focus on clearing and rebalancing the field where most
necessary and performing a thorough first optimisation.

SESSION 2-4
Superficial | Lower Dimensional Restructuring
Sessions 2-4 are a “first-pass” of systematically moving through all aspects of the multidimensional energy
anatomy including the kundalini, nadi, chakra and meridian systems as well as the subtle bodies and
relational cords. All these go through a restoration process which includes but is not limited to clearing,
repairing, strengthening, aligning, balancing, and integrating. In these sessions we focus on the lower
dimensions which are “superficial” to the higher - meaning blockage here is easier to clear and repattern.

SESSION 5
Core Integration & Optimisation I
Session 5 goes to the center of the system now that a superficial restructuring has occurred. The central
channel is our energetic and informational core - functioning as the energetic spine. As all roads lead to
the central channel - we focus on improving its connectivity and flow. In addition to the core integration
work there is a system wide optimisation.

SESSION 6-8
Deep | Higher Dimensional Restructuring
In sessions 6-8 we use the information gleaned from earlier sessions to go back through the energy
anatomy, knowing the areas that require extra attention. Often in this ‘second-pass’ rigid, entrenched
structures tend to break down. The ability to restructure at this depth is not only due to the therapeutic
knowledge gathered from previous sessions and having repeated treatments on the same anatomy
but also because in these ‘deep’ sessions we emphasise working on the higher dimensions where the
origination of most patterns are rooted.

SESSION 9-10
Core Integration & Optimisation II
In these sessions we customise an approach to core integration and optimisation based on the previous
work. It is here the fruition of the treatment series comes to bear. These sessions are tailored to each
individual with focus on comprehensive balance, integration and optimisation.
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FAQ

If you are new to energy healing you may have questions about session work and what it involves.
We have answered a few of the more common questions below but please contact us if you have
additional queries!

What can I expect during a session?
A session begins with a discussion about what to focus on. If it’s your first session, more
information is gathered to better understand your circumstance. If you’re doing a series of
sessions, the discussion is an update about previous work and progress. Experience during a
session can vary greatly depending on the individual and the issue being worked on. People
commonly report memory recall, deep relaxation, varying body sensations, emotions, dream-like
altered states, insights and more. Commentary is provided - when appropriate - about what’s
happening in your system and you may be asked questions relevant to the changes taking place.
Sometimes your attention will be guided to a particular area of your body so you can receive
the most benefit. At the close of the session we review your experience. Insights are shared,
highlighting connections between the subtle anatomy, the issue being addressed and the broader
life context. Making these connections provides a holistic framework for understanding your
process. Sometimes complementary practices are also suggested.
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What can I expect following a session?
Generally speaking, you can expect to process changes for the following 48 - 72 hours. People
commonly experience increased sleep, emotional release, improved vitality, energetic sensitivity,
etc. Most relevant are increased clarity and insights about the issue being addressed. While a
single session can make quite an impact, deeper issues consist of many layers. If you have a
significant issue you’d like to address, a series of sessions is suggested. Multiple sessions get to
the foundation of issues and provide ongoing support.

What is the difference between a session in person vs. at a distance?
Session work is effective whether in person or at a distance. Reading the energy system is
available in either circumstance. The physical connection of an in-person session allows for a
different experience, but the potency of distance work is similar.
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DISCLAIMER

Field Dynamics is an energy healing modality and so classified as complimentary and
alternative medicine (CAM). Services provided by Field Dynamics are not substitutes for
professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. If you have medical concerns it
is advised you contact a licensed physician. You should not discontinue or modify any
medication presently being taken pursuant to medical advice without obtaining approval
from your healthcare professional. The contents of Field Dynamics (fielddynamicshealing.
com and associated channels) such as video, audio, text, graphics and other material is for
informational purposes only and are the opinion of the author(s).
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